
 

 

26th July, 2020 
 
Dear WESS Families  
 
There are a number of important changes in the streets surrounding our school. Please read the 
following information carefully and ensure that you discuss these with your children, particularly if 
they make their own way to school.  
 

 
 
Vulture St and Hardgrave Rd Intersection - Signalled Crossing 
 
The traffic lights at the intersection of Hardgrave Rd & Vulture St are changing, but there are strict 
time limits on the time given to pedestrians to cross and so diagonal (scramble) crossing IS NOT 
allowed. Instead, pedestrians will have a green light for all four crossings at the same time.  
 
The change of signal lights will allow for: 

 Pedestrians to use all 4 crossings at the same time 

 Cars to stop while pedestrians cross from one corner to another (NB NOT diagonally)  

 No cars to use the intersection while pedestrians are crossing 

 Cars getting a green light for each direction separately - Pedestrian crossings no longer 

operating while cars have this green light. 

 NB - As always, pedestrians should always check for traffic before stepping off the kerb.  
 
This upgrade should be operational from Friday 31 July.  
 

Key Takeaways: 
 The Vulture St / Hardgrave Rd intersection signalled crossing is changing. It will be a 

CONSECUTIVE PEDESTRIAN CROSSING (with all pedestrian lights turning green at the 

same time) NOT A SCRAMBLE CROSSING (you can’t cross diagonally). 

o It will NOT be a scramble crossing - you cannot cross it diagonally because of the 

TIME LIMIT on pedestrian walk times.  

o Instead, pedestrians will have a green light for all four crossings at the same 

time. The time limit for the pedestrian walk times means you may need to wait 

for two lots of pedestrian walk lights to cross to a final diagonal destination.  

 The safest use of the Ambleside St and Horan St drop off / pick up zones will be if 

approached from Amersham St, not Horan St (See diagram) 

 Even when drop offs and entry points are not supervised by staff or police, please 

continue to do the right thing for the health and safety of our WESS students! 

Please use SAFE practices around our school AT ALL TIMES – little lives depend on it! 
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Background information to the Vulture St and Hardgrave Road Intersection change 
 
As part of the initial approval process for our expansion, the WESSEX Stage 1 project contributed 
towards the upgrade of the software for the signal lights at the intersection of Vulture St and 
Hardgrave Rd. This was done after lengthy consultation with BCC and Main Roads and involved 
thorough traffic and pedestrian studies.  
 
Ambleside and Horan Street Drop Off / Pick Up Zones 
 
By the end of this week, a new pickup / drop off location on Ambleside Street will be opened for use 
by our WESS community.  
 
It is important to note that this new Ambleside Street drop off / pickup zone, as well as the existing 
Horan St drop off / pickup zone, are best accessed via Jane St and then Amersham St in a one way 
direction. Please refer to the below diagram to ensure that we are using these zones as safely as 
possible. We thank you for your support with this.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When using the zone, parents must load and unload students from the first four marked bays only. 
Queued cars then move through to the front of the line before loading and unloading your children. 
 
The Ambleside Street pickup / drop off zone will be a 2-minute loading zone during peak school 
times.   
  
 

 



 

 

ALL WESS Drop Off / Pick Up Zones 
 
 The SAFEST and most efficient ways to use all of our school drop off / pickup zones is: 

 Queued cars should move through to as close to the front of the line as possible, before 

loading / unloading children. 

 Refrain from doing U-turns into, or near the zones 

 Have children ready with their bags to get in and out of the car 

 Let your children out of the car on the kerb side only  

 Do not let your children out of the car in unmarked parts of the drop off / pick up zones 

 Parents / carers must remain in the car at all times (NB police were giving out warnings and 

tickets on Friday afternoon for this) 

Please note the above points apply, even when our WESS drop off / pick up zones are not 
supervised! 

 
 School Entry Points  
 
It is not always possible for us to supervise all of our school entry points at all times. We rely on the 
support of our WESS families to continue to follow our school processes even when this is the case.  
 
All of our WESS processes are in place to ensure the continuing health and safety of our WESS 
students. Thank you for continuing to support us with these. 
 
Have a fabulous week, 
 
Kim McNamara 
Principal  


